We are on the verge of creating Heaven on Earth, and therefore this knowledge of Jyotish blossoms now for everyone to enjoy heavenly consciousness—fully awake consciousness—reverberating blissful daily life. So here is an invitation to the people to create heaven in their life by developing their own consciousness through the study and practical programs of Maharishi Jyotish.’ —Maharishi

Begin to enjoy a brighter future today!

Register: www.mum.edu/mum-online
Maharishi Jyotish Services: www.MaharishiJyotishProgram.eu
Gaining Mastery Over Natural Law Through the 
*Maharishi Jyotish℠ Program and Maharishi Yagya® Program*

This fascinating Weekend of Knowledge explores the extraordinary contributions Maharishi’s Science and Technology of Prediction and Transformation offer to the individual and society—enlightenment, self-sufficiency, and all possibilities. Learn how the Vedic disciplines of Maharishi Jyotish and Maharishi Yagya provide the intellectual and experiential means to gain integration of mind, body and environment, avert problems from arising and promote good fortune in life.

**Presentations**

Enjoy animated presentations and lectures by Maharishi, Professor Tony Nader, MD, PhD (*Maharaja Adhiraj Rajaraam*) and leaders of the Global Country of World Peace on the following topics:

1. Overview of the Course  
   —Dr. Chris and Dr. Ann Crowell

2. Introducing Maharishi Vedic Astrology: the Science of Prediction and Technology of Transformation  
   —Dr. Chris Crowell

3. The Cosmic Potential of Human Life is the Galactic Creativity of the Unbounded, Ever-Expanding Universe—Maharishi

4. Qualities of the Grahas  
   —Dr. Chris and Dr. Kathryn Bell

5. Awakening Jyotish—the All-Knowing Quality of Consciousness—to Maintain Balance and Wholeness in Human Physiology  
   —Professor Tony Nader, MD, PhD

6. Live Vedic Recitation  
   —Maharishi Vedic Pandits

7. Maharishi Jyotish Case Studies  
   —Dr. Charles Heath

8. Principles of Cosmic Law—Maharishi

9. Maharishi Yagyas: Vedic Technologies to Bring Good Fortune to All Areas of Life—Dr. Ann Crowell

10. Maharishi Yagya: Avert the Danger That Has Not Yet Come  
    —Maharishi

11. Maharishi’s Historic Contribution to the Discipline of Vedic Astrology  
    —Professor Bhuvnesh Sharma

12. Jyotish for Everyone—Maharishi

13. Maharishi Yagya: Reverberating Wholeness—Maharishi

14. The Unique Role of Maharishi Vedic Pandits—Dr. Bevan Morris

15. Vedic Technologies for Integrated World Consciousness: Yogic Flying® and Maharishi Yagya—Maharishi

16. The Ideal Routine of Maharishi Vedic Pandits—Dr. Harris Kaplan
Maharishi’s Historic Contribution to the Discipline of Vedic Astrology

‘The Maharishi Jyotish Expert practising the Transcendental Meditation and TM-Sidhi program purifies his consciousness and thereby gives better direction to the individual. So knowledge of Jyotish is being used with the technologies for development of consciousness.’

—Professor Bhuvnesh Sharma

Principles of Cosmic Law

‘We as individuals have influence over the whole universe. Every one of us influences the entire universe by every little action we perform. Obviously we do not perceive it, but at every moment we are either supporting or damaging the entire universe.’

—Maharishi

Awakening Jyotish to Maintain Balance and Wholeness in Human Physiology

‘Every individual is truly cosmic. What is happening in individual life can be studied from the cosmic reality in the universe. Our counterparts are a reference to our inner reality, to our inner brain, which controls the whole physiology.

‘The whole physiology is truly cosmic. Every individual can live his cosmic dignity; every individual can live perfection in life through the science of Maharishi Jyotish and Maharishi Yagya, through Maharishi’s Vedic Science and Technology.’

—Professor Tony Nader, MD, PhD

The Cosmic Potential of Human Life is the Galactic Creativity of the Unbounded, Ever-Expanding Universe

‘All this knowledge is not just the gossip, the interesting story of life, no. It is the actuality of life, which everyone can own and develop through the effect that Jyotish and Yagya provide. It is a very great, complete knowledge of life. Listen to this story of fullness of life, and enjoy fullness of life in daily living.’

—Maharishi

Introducing Maharishi Vedic Astrology, the Science of Prediction and Technology of Transformation

‘Based on the deepest principles of Nature’s intelligence and verified by discoveries of modern science, including physics and physiology, Vedic Astrology is a core part of Maharishi Vedic Science and offers the means to secure a problem-free life for every person, family and nation.’

—Dr. Chris Crowell

Maharishi’s Jyotish Case Studies

‘The Maharishi Jyotish Pandit analyzes the birthchart and its constituents to identify specific trends coming in the future so that we can best prevent negative influences from arising.’

—Dr. Charles Heath

Maharishi Yagyas: Vedic Technologies to Bring Good Fortune to All Areas of Life

‘Maharishi Vedic Astrology offers programs to enlivening the benevolent and harmonizing influence of Natural Law so that individual and family consciousness are saved from any negative influence.’

—Dr. Ann Crowell

The Unique Role of Maharishi Vedic Pandits

Maharishi has provided to the world a shortcut to Invincibility for every nation and permanent world peace. He has especially trained the Vedic Pandits of India and gathered them in large groups to safeguard all 192 nations of the world.’

—Dr. Bevan Morris

The Ideal Routine of Maharishi Vedic Pandits

‘To ensure the permanent revival of the ancient Vedic Tradition in its purity and completeness, Maharishi had to revive its vital component, the Vedic Pandits, whose specialty is both their own deep experience of Yoga, and the traditional performance of Vedic Recitation from that silent level—Yagya.’

—Dr. Harris Kaplan
Reflections from Course Participants Around the World

Participants from over 60 countries have enjoyed this inspiring knowledge of Maharishi Vedic Astrology. Here are some of the comments from those who have taken the MVA Knowledge Series:

‘This short course on Maharishi Vedic Astrology is well designed and very inspiring. It is like an invitation to everyone, to enliven in our consciousness some subtle aspects of life by which we feel a sense of connection with the wholeness.’—Belgium

‘After the course, we have a complete vision of Maharishi’s organization to create Heaven on Earth and to perpetuate world peace through Maharishi Vedic Pandits. Thank you very much and Jai Guru Dev’—Germany

‘Before the course, I knew about the influence of the Sun and Moon on my physiology and life. Now it is clear that I was only aware of a small portion of my full “graha potential.” With the realization that all the planets have an impact on my brain, cells and DNA, I want to enliven my total potential through my TM-Sidhi program and Maharishi Jyotish and Maharishi Yagya program.’—Spain

‘The MVA Knowledge Weekend passes on a deep and clear understanding of the wholeness of life and the value of Maharishi Jyotish and Yagya. The animations are supporting the process of learning.’—Italy

‘This course covered the knowledge of Jyotish in a fresh way that re-enlivened the wholeness for me, and also introduced new knowledge. It reinforced my intention to use Jyotish and all Maharishi’s technologies for the development of consciousness to the fullest extent for myself and my country. Many thanks!’—United Kingdom

‘Learning about the sun, moon and planets and how their movements and our actions affect each other—feels like we are becoming friends with our cosmic counterparts!’—Brazil

‘I have always wanted to learn about Maharishi Vedic Astrology, and this online series gave me a chance to understand basic principles of Jyotish and Yagyas. I think it is very precious—a valuable knowledge to be able to live a life in bliss and full satisfaction.’—Canada

‘...the experience I had from Maharishi Jyotish Blocks I and II has become more integrated.’—USA

‘I appreciate more the value of Maharishi Vedic Astrology for opening human awareness to its source, course, and goal as Brahm—Totality—and firmly establishing life in joy, nothing shadowing totality.’—Netherlands

‘Thank you for explaining the unique features of the Maharishi Vedic Pandits—they are so beautiful! It was great to see the pure life that Maharishi has designed for them so that their physiology is cultured to produce the refined sounds of Nature so perfectly. Now I understand why Maharishi Yagyas are powerful enough to be felt far away.’—USA

Register: www.mum.edu/mum-online
Maharishi Jyotish Services: www.MaharishiJyotishProgram.eu